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Toys for Tots Follow-up
Below are a few pictures of the final distribution of toys collected at the
PVMAC’s Annual Toys for Tots Event. A big thank you to all who participated!

Classic Pattern Event
Coming to Prado
The Classic Pattern season for 2015 starts off at the PVMAC Prado field on Saturday January 24 with a fun fly/get together. This event is free to enter and is a
great way to get into the sport. We will have a fun fly in the morning with a two
round contest after lunch - Yes the snack bar will be open.
Classic Pattern contests brings back competition of the 1970's and 1980's.
Some of the participants will even fly with airplanes, radios and engines of the era although this does not help with the scores.
Almost any 40 - 60 size airplane glow or electric is allowed to fly in the PreNovice and Novice classes. Advanced and Expert classes, we like to see an airplane
more of the era. There are several ARF's that you can buy today, the most popular is
probably the Phoenix 7 and the Dirty Birdy.
We are looking for a style of flying, one maneuver at a time as indicated on the
attached call card. Can you fly a straight line? Can you roll? How about a loop - or 3
loops.
Classic Pattern Association (www.classicpatternassociation.com) is a site you
might want to look at. There is a membership fee of $15.00 a year but membership is
not required to join our events in January or October. The Site will also have a written
description of all the maneuvers as well as the call cards.
Give Classic Pattern a try!
You probably already have an airplane you can enter and the entry fee for January 24 is $0.00! The first regular contest of the new season is in Lancaster February
8, 2015. See contest calendar below.
I have included a call card - a list of the maneuvers for each class, attached.
Below is also a written description of - 3 inside loops, 3 horizontal rolls and a stall
turn.
Hope to see you at the field January 24!
Cal Orr

Classic Pattern Call Card

Continued on next page

Description of Maneuvers:
th
· Saturday, November 15 …….Coachella Valley RC Club Float Fly
at Lake Cahuilla
3 inside loops
The pilot is to preform 3 thinside loops in front of him/herself. The direction of
· Saturday,
December
……...Palomar
Flyers Combat Event
flight is upwind
but the6altitude
is up to theRC
pilot.
All 3 loops are to be round
th and superimposed.
· Saturday, December 6 ……….Miramar RC Flyers Toys 4 Tots
Points will be deducted for; Loops not round, Loops not superimposed, Wings
Fun Fly
not level during loops and changes in heading during loops.
Sunday, December 7th……... Hemet Model Masters Toys 4 Kids
3 horizontal rolls.
The pilot December
is to preform
horizontal
rolls. &
The
direction
· Sunday,
7th3…
Toys 4 Tots
Swap
Meetof flight is down wind,
the direction of the rolls and
the altitude
up to the
pilot. Club
Pomona
Valleyis Model
Airplane
The 3 rolls need to be centered in front of the pilot, the maneuver takes
about 5 seconds.
Points will be deducted for; Changes in heading during rolls, Changes in altitude during rolls, Roll rate not constant. Model does more or less them 3
rolls. Maneuver not centered in front of the pilot.
·

Stall Turn
One stall turn, the direction of flight is up wind, direction of stall turn and altitude is up to the pilot.
The model is to start from straight and level and noses up to vertical flight,
preforms a stall turn, yaws through 180 degrees then dives along a parallel
path finishing with the plane level at the same altitude as the entry.
Points will be deducted for; Model is not straight and level at start or finish,
Model changes direction during pull up, Model does not go exactly vertical,
Model does not yaw tightly through 180 degrees, Return path more than 2
wing spans from entry path, Maneuver not finished at the same altitude as
started.

2015 Classic Pattern West Coast Schedule
January 24th, Saturday
(One Day) Classic Pattern Fly‐
In, Pomona Valley, Ca. (Prado Field), CD Cal Orr
February 8th, Sunday
(One Day) AVTI Winter Classic Pattern Contest, Lancaster, CA. CD Tony
Frackowiak Note: Saturday the 7th is AMA/
FAI Pattern
April 18/19
Arvin’s Wild West Showdown (Combined AMA/Classic) CD Leon Robison
June 6th, Saturday
(One Day) Classic Pattern Get‐Together, Perris Field, CD Robert Fish
June 13/14
Combined AMA/Classic Contest, Oakdale, Ca, CD Jon Carter/Dale Olstinske
July 11th, Saturday
(one Day) AVTI Summer Heat Classic Contest, Lancaster, Ca. CD Robert Fish
September 12/13
Combined AMA/Classic Contest, Hollister, Ca. CD Jon Carter
October 4th, Sunday
Classic Pattern Contest, Pomona Valley, Ca. (Prado Field), CD Cal
Orr/
Robert Fish Note: Saturday the 3rd is AMAFAI Pattern
November7/8,
CPA West Coast Regional Championships, Lancaster, Ca. CD Tony Frackowiak

A Few Reminders…
Please remember all PVMAC members must wear their
membership badges at all times while at the flying field. This is
the only way that guest flyers can be identified and visitor fees collected, and how we can ensure that membership
renewal fees
have been received. It is also the way we can ensure that paid
members are allowed to enjoy club privileges, so please wear your
badges!
Also, remember that all flyers are required to have an ABC
rated fire extinguisher in their pit area. This rule is to protect our
field and our members. As we are flying on leased land, one mishap could potentially cost us our lease. Fire extinguishers are
available for purchase for a reasonable price at Costco stores.

Club Meetings !
Don’t miss out...Come join the fun!
$285 cash is given away at each club meeting!
Meetings are held the second Tuesday
of each month at 7pm
Chino Community Building

